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EDITORIAL
The devil is in the detail
By Gerald Williamson
It is wonderful to see how big data and data analytics are beginning to be
mainstream, at least in terms of discussions if not necessarily
implementation. Even the smallest of school, for example, are starting to see
value in using data to drive interventions. We now have the ability to move
on from human-centric data collection systems to ones where the human
intervention is generally limited to a higher level of interpretation than can be
automatically achieved, at least currently. So whether you are using surveys
to predict election and referendum results, GPS signal for where to place taxi
ranks or trying to identify the common factors of those in prison to help
reduce re-offending, the capability is, without doubt, out there. The question
is what are you waiting for?
The caveat to having solid data though, is that the quality of the outcome
depends on the quality of the input. As they say “the devil is in the detail”.
For example, when doing some testing recently, we found a very curious
piece of data. Within it was a result that, with a little calculation, we found
the assessment showed someone extremely slow, a test that must have been
completed by a dinosaur, around 235 million years ago! On investigation, we
found that it was an errant tablet causing problems! Fortunately our Profiler
system has many built in components that limit such errant results. The point
here is that you need to look at the detail. Remember that BIG DATA gives us
big results, whilst the little data - the results that represent just one person may contribute little to the overall picture, but to the individual it is
everything. In addition to al sorts of data, when using our Profiler, we believe
in producing the individual data picture as well.

In this edition, we have worked with a number of our clients to look at some
of the issues that help us understand the role of data, how widely it can be
used, and what questions we can begin to ask now that were unimaginable
only a few years ago. We refer to this as exploratory research, to help
understand the potential lines of enquiry in future. It is not about statistical
significance, but about coming to grips which even as developers we are only
just beginning to understand its power.
Finally, we are now doing beta testing using new research tool, called “My PA
(My Profiler Analyst)” which is allowing us to have results in seconds which
would have taken an hours or even days to have produced before. That is the
source of the graphics you see in this edition. By the time of the next Profiler
Research Bulletin we shall be able to offer this powerful tool to all our clients,
to help put them in the driving seat of data analytics for their organisation,
and help them identify how data, both big and small, can be used to
implement change from the institution to individual level.
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Offender settings - A review of profiler work in the UK –
Lessons for South Africa
Unlocking potential: a review of education in prison
The recent publication from Dame Sally Coates in the UK provides hope on the potential of
using Profiling data to assist rehabilitation and integration in offender settings and is
welcomed. The essence of the document is ‘putting education at the heart of the prison
regime’. To quote Dame Coates “In my vision of a learning prison, ‘how’ education is
embedded throughout the regime is very important.” In this brief review, Professor Amanda
Kirby, CEO of Do-IT solutions, comments on the way that services are now being actively
encourage to ensure they provide appropriate person centred approaches.
Excluded from School

For Dame Sally Coates’ vision to become a reality, information
awareness and information about the needs of each
individual had to permeate into all parts of the prison, from

No

induction, to the wings and education centres, and into the
workshops. The only way this can be done is to have

Yes

systematic approaches for screening, assessment and
Source:
Profiler

dissemination while skilling up the professionals working in all
areas of the prison system.

Additional support at school
One example of an embedded system which has been

Unsure

developed over several years was cited by Dame Sally:
“Good practice in Unlocking Potential. At HMP Parc an ‘LDD

Yes

Pathway’ had been introduced to improve the management

No

of prisoners with learning difficulties and disabilities. This
Source:
Profiler

approach included: providing all staff with awareness training;

ensuring close integration with health care; and ensuring
prisoners with LDD have a supportive living plan which can be

Suicide and bullying

accessed by all staff. The prison has also identified prisoner
support mentors for learners who have severe LDD needs and
who require one-to-one support within and outside the

Yes

learning environment.” P36.

No
Source:
Profiler

Of those who had contemplated
suicide, 44% had been bullied at
school, compared to a prison
population average of 17%.
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There are some key elements that have allowed success to
develop including a clear vision and commitment for person
centred support, developed systems in place, and tools for
assessment and the dissemination of information.
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Offender settings - Review

A paper by Professor Amanda Kirby and Lisette
Saunders, Deputy Governor from HMP Parc, Bridgend
in 2015 describes mechanisms for this delivery and
also discusses how our technology can play a part in
successful delivery and support. HMP Parc was cited in
the report as an example of good practice. In the
paper (see panel) the model is described. It discusses
in details the rationale for Do-IT Profiler system and
how modules have been developed for screening
learning difficulties and disabilities and the resulting
practical guidance developed specifically for the

Prisons in South
Africa are run by
the Department of
Correctional Services.
According to the ministry,
there are approximately
34,000 employees of the
department, running 240
prisons. Those prisons
accommodate about 189,748
inmates.
Source: Wikipedia

offending setting. Recognising that each person is
different and understanding the pathway into CJS,

Using Do-IT Profiler - used in 16 prisons as a

including past challenges, are important to capture

gateway tool - we are discovering the reality and

along with ‘todays’ challenges.

complexity of the pathway into CJS. Dame Sally
recommends that : “Minimum system

This information collected, along with practical

requirements: A Basic Skills Assessment (including

guidance, is ready to feed into the Personal Learning

screening for LDD). National Pupil Database

Plans that Dame Sally describes: “Personal Learning

record can be transferred to the prison without

Plans should always be in a format, and held on an IT

requiring their consent. This would mean that a

platform that enables the following: different providers

prisoner’s existing academic qualifications and

to log achievements against the plan (including those

identified LDD would be disclosed. Unless a newly

beyond traditional learning delivery, such as

received prisoner has an Education, Health and

completing a basic reading scheme, or acting as peer

Care Plan(EHCP), the mandatory assessment must

mentor); data to be lifted for monitoring purposes; the

include screening for LDD.” (p13)

plan to remain available on transfer between prisons

While this approach is welcomed, many

and be made accessible to the prisoner on release.”

individuals will not have been in regular education

(p14)

and so may not have accessed professionals to
identify their difficulties, or alternatively their

According to the report, 24% of adult prisoners report

challenges may have been misidentified.

having been in care at some point in their lives,
compared to an estimated 2% of the general

By gaining accurate data and instant analysis we

population and 42% of adult prisoners report having

are starting to see the complexity of the

been permanently excluded from school.

offender’s life and the overlap with a range of
learning difficulties. We are now planning to
engage prisons in South Africa.
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In association with Westcol support staff
Team Leader: Wilma van Jaarsveld
Data exploration – Understanding differences in a college population
It is easy to make false assumptions about the strengths
and weaknesses of students. However, this may lead to
inappropriate support, and in turn wasting of valuable
resources and students’ time. In collaboration with Do-IT
Solutions and Shaping the Learner, Westcol student
management and support staff, led by Wilma van
Jaarsveld are starting to explore data which is becoming
available following the second year of engagement with
Profiler. The following should not be seen as research,
but as an exploration of data, to help identify further
strands of research that would benefit students both in
We had an excellent opportunity to analyse data

the short term and in future.

collected during July 2016, and discussions
around that very fresh data.

Results and conclusions
The results seem to highlight the importance of

Having collected a large amount of data, we

identifying group (i.e. across the whole college) and

decided to focus on the Reading task (called

individuals differences. At a first glance, it appeared that

Cloze Vocabulary in Profiler) and Spelling* task

Spelling scores are consistent across all courses.

the first lines of exploration were as follows:

However, the boxplots on the next page allow us to see

1) Do the scores for the spelling task vary

that there is a huge range in all courses. The

between courses, and if so, how?
2) Do the scores for the reading task vary
between courses, and if so how?

Cloze/Reading Vocabulary results are even more
revealing as they suggest clear differences. The gender
difference is very interesting.

3) How strong is the correlation between
reading and spelling tasks. Are there gender

Finally, the small apparent correlation between these

differences in these areas?

reading and spelling assessments is a lot less that we
would expect. Further analysis will be required, but

Result are shown on the next page.

without doubt this will make us rethink our
assumptions, particularly around those with reading and

Note that this is only an exploration, and the

writing difficulties, and the need for understanding

deeper statistics (e.g. statistical significance) are

individual differences.

not reported here.

Data collected July 2016
* Note that there were many more tests involved, but these two were chose here as indicative of the core literacy skills.
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Understanding strengths and weaknesses in
student profiles
Data exploration – Understanding differences

Spelling Test

Spelling is one of the easiest tests to administer and is highly indicative of skills. The
needs of each course will vary and it is important to ensure the student has sufficient
spelling skills for the course. This is one of the principles of course placement.

(Cloze) Vocabulary
Test

This is a reading vocabulary task, where students choose the most appropriate word to
go into a sentence. It is indicative of the underlying reading ability and the vocabulary
skills. Note the gender difference indicated by the mean (diamond shape).

Predictions and correlations
As can be seen from the results above, there is considerable
variation in results between courses. Interesting, if you take one

course (Educare N4) and plot the two assessments, you can see
they are only moderately correlated (0.643). This reiterates the
needs to a wider range of test as used by Profiler to place students

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Report Summary

The SA Syllables Report
As a consequence of a recent webinar around syllables (see panel) Do-IT Solutions were asked to
prepare a confidential report around the teaching of literacy, and in particular syllables (a cornerstone

of the development of literacy skills as well as an early indicator of those who may be at risk of literacy
difficulties) in a cluster of schools in South Africa. Although the results and details of the specific
institutions are confidential, we were given permission to share some of the methodology, findings and
outcomes in order to provide assistance to a wider audience who may be facing similar issues. The
following provides a snapshot of some of the more important aspects.

Introduction
There is much debate around the relative importance of underlying skills in learning to read and write.
The main “wars” are between those who advocate a strong phonological and phonics component and
those who talk in terms of the language guessing game and self-discovery. However, there is also a
middle ground filled by experienced teachers who know that it is the quality of the teaching, the
content, the structured hierarchical approach, and the close monitoring of learning that counts, and not
some arbitrary programme title often advocated by somebody with commercial interests.
What most research show is that there is, if not a proven dependency, a clear indication that there is an
order of learning that seems to provide better results. And at the start of that process, the baseline if
you wish, is the ability to break words into syllables.
Preliminary analysis of data collected in South Africa suggested that there were considerable differences
between schools on the quality of teaching of syllables, and the purpose of this project and its report
was to identify the issues, at least from a statistical perspective, in order to provide evidence of the
need for change.

Methodology
Through Profiler, we had been collecting various literacy related measures for the past two years
across a number of Client Codes. Fortunately for this project, they all shared a common syllables
module, meaning data merging was not required. Therefore the approach was to download the
module data (n=4200), remove the unwanted individuals, and carry out analysis of the specific
schools that were identified, of which three are highlighted here.

Analysis was performed using Do-IT specially made My PA (My Profiler Analyst), which is currently
undergoing beta test, with the first version available for clients towards the end of 2016. Further
details about this tool, which will have Institution and Research versions, will be available in the next
Research Bulletin.

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Report Summary
Results
Below are the comparisons results from three schools, with an emphasis on graphic representation to identify
relative strengths and weakness. In the examples shown, all pupils were 11 years old. For reasons of anonymity,
schools are shown by colours, red, blue and green.

Overall scores
The plot shows the scores,
with the colour identifying the
school. Clearly the “Red
School” has the most pupils
scoring highly, whilst blue and
green appear to have scores at
a significantly lower level.
Averages
Red School
Blue School
Green School

11.2
4.4
4.6

Commentary: This plot clearly identifies that the students doing well
are largely from one school.

Single syllable word - cup
The word cup is mostly
commonly identified as a
single syllable word in all
schools. However, It is difficult
to know if this is random
guessing. Notice that in the
Red and Blue schools, the
second most popular response
was three, which is the
number of letters in the word.

57.6%

46.9%

39.6%

72.8%

6.1%

15.6%

Two syllable word - apple
The word apple is correctly
identified as a two syllable
word in 72.8% of pupils in the
red school. In the other
schools, the word was wrongly
identified as a single syllable
word. Suggesting that the
answers for the single syllable
word may have been nothing
more than a lucky guess.

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Report Summary
Comparing results – different items, same number of syllables
To identify if this is about random choices or if the results are consistent with more complex words, in this
case three syllable words, a comparison was made for butterfly and pineapple.

Three syllable words - butterfly
Almost two thirds of Red
School have correctly
identified that the word
butterfly has three syllables.
However, this was significantly
lower for the other two
schools. Note that the words
were carefully chosen so that
the number of letters (9) was
not amongst the choices.

65.2%

14.3%

18.8%

8.2%

15.6%

Three syllable words - pineapple
Once again the Red School is
well out in front with 53% of
the population having the
correct answer. This reduces
to what must be considered to
be random levels in the other
two schools.

53.3%

Consistency
In order to confirm if a pupil has learned the principle of
syllabification, it would be important to look at their
consistency. In this example there are two words with an
equal number of syllables. If a pupil has acquired the ability
to do the task, they should have the same (correct) answer
each time.
Results shown to the right indicates that almost half of all
students in the Red School consistently answered correctly

for both three syllable words, whilst this is significantly
worse for the other two schools.

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016

In Red School, 47.8% answered
correctly in both 3-syllable cases.
In Blue School, 2.0% answered
correctly in both 3-syllable cases.
In Green School, 6.3% answered
correctly in both 3-syllable cases.
On average, 20.8% answered
correctly in both 3-syllable cases.
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Report Summary
Closer Review, by age with a single school
In the final part of this
exploration of the underlying
issues, a box plot was drawn
for a single (Red) school,
across all years.
As can be seen in the upper
diagram, the scores of each
age are diverse, but show a
general trend. Unfortunately
this upward trend appears to
tail off after the age of 12, a
worrying effect.
In order to understand this a
little better, the same plot was
made, but split by gender.
This provides a very sharp
contrast between the two,
where it is clear that for the
girls the upward trend is
uninterrupted. For the boys,
the scores are significantly
lower at all ages, and appear
to drop off badly after the age
of 12.

Conclusions, Recommendations and implications for Profiler
Firstly, note that this is just a snap shot of what has proven to be a very informative data set with respect to
syllables and their mastery in selected schools in South Africa. Even at the level shown here, it can provide many
clues as to where to target support, both for teachers and pupils.

However, it should also be remembered that South Africa is a very complex society, where even these results can
only be fairly reviewed with the wider context. For example, for illustration purposes, the age of 11 was chosen.
This does not mean all children are in the same Year Group or had the same educational opportunities. (Such
analyses, i.e. classroom comparison, were available in the confidential report.) Note also that some of these
children had special needs. But that does not mean they should not have mastered syllables by this age.
Consider that typically Profiler assesses 12 different areas involved in the development of literacy and numeracy
skills. Given information of this quality, it is clear that there is considerable potential to make evidence based
change to teaching, which will help prepare students for their chosen pathways towards employment.

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Research based Webinar
Ten myths about dyslexia
In April 2016, Dr Ian Smythe gave a free webinar on The Myth of Dyslexia. However, it turned out to be not
quite so simple. Below is his countdown of the myths he wanted to highlight, and in the end following
extensive research, found himself suggesting many of the myths turn out to be true. Below is a brief
summary of his research findings. The recording of the webinar can be found at our Profiler Science and
Media Library - http://doitprofiler.com/about-us/science-and-media-library/

10. Dyslexia is more common in boys

True

Research seems to suggest that dyslexia occurs (almost) equally in
males and females. However, there is recent cognitive research
that suggests that whilst there is no gender difference, the spread
of results may be greater in boys that in girls. Logically therefore,
if you use a set criterion for both genders, you will statistically
identify more boys than girls.

9. Dyslexics just need to try harder

TRUE

This myth is found on many sites using exactly these words, apparently suggestions were
that dyslexic individuals are lazy. However, a second interpretation suggests that dyslexic
individuals can learn just like others, but to achieve the same goals, they do often have to try
harder. So homework and report writing can take twice as long. It all takes effort, and you
need to try harder to succeed. But it is not about laziness. That part is a myth.

8. You cannot diagnose dyslexia until 3rd Grade

True

If dyslexia is “a difficulty in the acquisition of reading and writing”, then you cannot confirm
it until there has been an opportunity to acquire it. But you can measure correlates and
predictors of it. This is possible in much younger children, and allows one to suggest that
there will probably be reading difficulties due to X, Y and Z without intervention. You can say
they are “at risk of reading difficulties”. But you cannot say they are “at risk of dyslexia.”

7. Dyslexia requires a medical diagnosis

false

There are several layers of this, but if dyslexia requires an educational intervention, and the
identification of needs is related to specialist education related tests delivered by specialists,
why is dyslexia related funding controlled in many countries by medical doctors without
specialist training? (N.B. There are also many well trained medical personnel that are
appropriately trained.)

6. Dyslexia is more common in English

False

If different languages, countries and cultures use a symptom based definition of dyslexia
such as “a difficulty in the acquisition of reading and writing” (i.e. not causes based, such as
phonological deficits), then the clear logic is that dyslexia is equally prevalent in all
languages. Practically, if you go into a class in ANY country, irrespective of the
language/script, you will find children who are having difficulties with acquiring reading and
writing skills. So whatever criterion is used in one country should also be used in all others,
and logically percentages must be the same.

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Research based Webinar

5. Dyslexics need 20 min reading aloud

TRue

Just reading aloud will not change anything. BUT reading silently does not identify errors. We
assume reading aloud is patronising. But how do you help a 10 year old improve reading
without hearing their errors. Consider - Does a footballer improve most by practicing alone,
or by playing matches? Reading aloud to somebody to help identify errors is important.

4. Dyslexic individuals can be fixed

TBA

What does "fixed" mean, and who wants it? It is the system, not the individual, that should be
fixed. That said, do we have the ways (or desire) to fix the system?

3. Dyslexia is a visual problem

True

Many areas of research go in circles. Early dyslexia related research had a strong focus on
visual respects. However, the majority of research, and in turn advice on interventions, has
focused on sound-related difficulties. Research in some respected journals over the past five
years has suggested that now is the time to re-visit the visual aspects. However, this still has
to move into mainstream education, with little published around turning research into usable
intervention.

2. Intelligence predicts reading ability

False

1) The IQ-reading discrepancy hypothesis assumes a difference between IQ and reading
achievement that is unexpected.
2) The fact that it is unexpected is based purely on the IQ level, and suggests that the IQ
should predict reading ability.
3) However, the fact that the IQ score does not always predict reading disability, since there
is sometimes a discrepancy, demonstrates that IQ cannot predict reading ability, and thereby
invalidates the assumption made in (2).
4) Therefore the discrepancy hypothesis is invalid.

1. Fix the definition, you fix dyslexia
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

False

Change the paradigm
Start to talk about predictors of reading and writing difficulties, not dyslexia
Use formative (ongoing) assessment of subskills, not just academic achievement
Target intervention based on results and predictors
Then the definition becomes (almost) irrelevant

Do-IT Webinars
Do-IT offers a series of webinars that are designed to be
informative and provocative mostly around the areas of
literacy development and related cognitive skills. Many find
this useful not only for keeping up to date but also as part of
their Continuing Professional Development. These webinars
are offered free, and further details of future webinars, as well
as links to past recordings, are to be found at the link below.
http://doitprofiler.com/about-us/science-and-media-library/

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Profiling in Indigenous languages – The SA Profiler
Developing Assessments in SA Languages

ZULU
XHOSA
Afrikaans
Sotho
Tswana
Sipedi

Our Profiler system has had the capability
to test in many languages for a long time.
Our work in Malta provided an excellent

example to demonstrate the potential.
However, recently we had an opportunity
to develop and test a Polish Profiler,
including a Management Interface. This
has led us to partner with the Eastern
Cape Department of Education and
explore the possibilities and translations
in various South African languages. Here
we provide a brief description of why this
is important, and its potential impact.

Development of Profiler in different languages is not just about translation as
any new modules needs to take account of linguistic differences, cultural

differences and educational differences. The development of the SA Profiler

There are many
schools in South Africa
who are using an
indigenous language as
their language of
learning and teaching
(LOLT). There is
however no language
centric tool that is
being used to assess
literacy and numeracy
in any of the
indigenous languages.
Profiler is close to
closing this glaring
gap!

was seen as an opportunity to trial a tool that could be used in mainstream
schools in South Africa as well as identify needs of local children in SA using
their first language.
Development of the modules has been in collaboration with the Eastern Cape
Education Departments Inclusion and Special Needs Support Directorate.
There are more than 12 batteries under translation and development. The
project also provided an opportunity to test other aspects. For example:
A) Working with children as young as seven years old – There seem to be no
problems, with children loving the intuitive interface.
B) Testing on tablets in the Gauteng Province, to make it easier for the
children. Previous computer experience was often limit. So tablets made
it easier.
C) Testing the desktop app, meaning we were using Windows computers
without internet connection. Data was synchronised later to the online
system.

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Profiling in Indigenous languages – The SA Profiler

Modules

Klanke

A battery of Profiler modules were

Afrikaans

Klank Modules

developed to help understanding of
strengths and in particular weaknesses of
those in the early stages of learning
literacy skills. These also focussed on
phonological awareness and phonics, as

Lettergrepe

Rym

Dieselfde/Verskillend

Eerste Klank

well as evaluating spelling skills.

Outputs
Various levels of output are available:
1) Student reports

Imvumelwano

Zulu

Ipela Imojuli

2) Classroom management reports.
3) Grade and school reports
4) Provincial and district reports
As a project, we are norm focussed and are
able to evaluate scores, set boundaries and
identify who needs support based on the four
Bands (red band suggest the child is in the

Sha Igama
Imvumelwano

Imvumelwano

Ukuqala Incwadi

bottom 10%, for example).

Implications
Overall, the profiler project in South Africa is gaining
traction, providing us with valuable feedback on many
new aspects from improved speed and functionality,
to use with younger children. There has already been
interest from schools across provinces in South Africa.

Our strategy in using our Profiler system is to

We are able to start building a norm base in
indigenous languages and do justice to learners
in terms of ethical score comparisons. By
assessing everyone on the same test in mothertongue, one is able to get a good indicator of
who needs help in which area of literacy or
numeracy in a fair and accurate manner.
Gerald Williamson
Project Coordinator

advocate testing in the language of learning and
teaching (LOLT). When that is a learning challenge/s or
when confirmation of the difficulties is needed in the
first language (e.g. when trying to assess if a
multilingual individual may be dyslexic), this provides
a very powerful tool to help teachers understand
learner needs.

Further details
If you would like more information about our Profiler
System in South Africa, please contact Gerald Williamson
on 011-682 1716 or info@shapingthelearner.com

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Visual Spatial Mental Rotation

Stereotypes or Gender Bias
The visual spatial mental rotation task has been
widely researched since the early studies of
Shepard and Metzler (1971). One re-occurring
theme has been the way that men are
consistently better at this task than women.

However, a critical review of the research (see
next page for a summary) suggests that as little
as a few hours can provide enough practice to
significantly reduce the difference between the
two genders.
This, combined with the other research,
Jigsaws are a mental rotation exercise, and have been used
to measure mental rotation skills. The more you do jigsaws,
the better you will be at jigsaws and to a lesser extent,
mental rotation tasks.

suggests that the difference may simply be a
function of the early learning environment. Or to
put it another way, if you played a lot with Lego

and did a lot of jigsaws, you would probably be
better at this task than if you did not. So if there
is a bias in the use of visual spatial tasks,

Mental rotation by question and gender
N.B. Girls were better than the boys in 9 of the 32 items.

particularly at pre-school ages, then one would
expect this to impact upon scores.

(Details related to statistical significance will appear in later papers.)

N = 1620

© Do-IT Solutions Ltd 2016
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Visual Spatial Mental Rotation

Research Papers
Below is a series of papers whose titles are
indicative of the diversity of research in this area.
All are available free on the web
Ark, W.S. (2005). Comparing mental rotation and
feature matching strategies in adults and children
with behavioral and neuroimaging techniques.
PhD thesis, University of California. Retrieved 22
March 2016 from
http://escholarship.org/uc/item/84m9v065
Bradner, C. & Devaud, C. (2013). Are differences
between men and women in rotated pattern
recognition due to the use of different cognitive
strategies? European Journal of Psychology, 9,
607-622.

An example of the task on Profiler.
As can be seen in the graph on the previous page,
it would be presumptuous to suggest that boys are
better than girls in this task. At best one can say

Cherney, I.D. (2008). Mom, let me play more
computer games: They improve my mental
rotation skills. Sex Roles, 59(11-12), 776-786.

that in 72% of the items, the boys did score higher.

Levine, S.C., Vasilyeva, M., Lourenco, S.F.,
Newcombe, N.S. & Huttenlocher, J. (2005).
Socioeconomic status modifies the sex difference
in spatial skill. Psychological Science, 16, 841-845.

different strategies, and in turn there is a gender

Li, Y. (2010). Spatial ability and related sociocultural factors: sex, college major, and native
language. PhD thesis, Texas Tech University.
Retrieved 22 March 2016 from
https://repositories.tdl.org/ttuir/handle/2346/ETD-TTU-2010-12-1230
Moe, A. (2009). Are males always better than
females in mental rotation? Exploring a gender
belief explanation. Learning and Individual
Differences, 19, 21-27.
Pietsch, S. & Jansen, P. (2012). The relationship
between coordination skill and mental rotation
ability. Spatial Cognition VIII, 7463, 173-181.
Shepard, R.N. & Metzler, J. (1971). Mental
rotation of three-dimensional objects. Science,
171, 701-703.

However, given that different items can invoke
preference for those strategies, an alternative
interpretation is that the test, by its very
construction, is biased towards the boys.
Interestingly, the strategy that research suggests is
preferred by girls usually takes longer than the
other, which again could suppress scores for girls if
there is a time limit.

Implications for Profiler
There are two clear aspects that we need to
consider in Profiler:

1) The impact in this particular task, and how any
apparent bias could be addressed.
2) The issues around gender bias in all tests.
Fortunately through both the testing environment

Uttal, D.H., Meadow, N.G., Tipton, E., Hand, L.L.,
Alden, A.R., Warren, C. & Newcombe, N.S. (2013).
The malleability of spatial skills: A meta-analysis of
training studies. Psychological Bulletin, 139, 352402.
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and the access to extensive data sets, we are able
to not only look for and identify the issues, but also
carry it out in a short space of time, and make any
adjustments where necessary.
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Screening, Identification, Assessment and Support (SIAS)

Implementing a Process Enabling a
Screening, Identification, Assessment
and Support (SIAS) Strategy
The Eastern Cape Department of Education Inclusion and
Special Need Directorate has undertaken a Provincial-Driven
Strategy to improve learner support and academic
achievement across all education districts. The strategy is
giving impetus and effect to the Screening, Identification,
Assessment and Support (SIAS; 2014) Policy Strategy.
The Eastern Cape Department of Education Inclusion and
Special Need Directorate in partnership with Do-It Solutions,
Shaping the Learner, district officials, principals and educators
from both the Full Service and the Special Needs Sector, has
undertaken to create a strategy and process to facilitate the
inclusion and support process as outlined by the SIAS 2014
Policy. In this regard, the training of selected educators,
district support staff and officials in the areas of
“Understanding Principles of Inclusion, Special Needs and the
Identification and support of Learning Barriers” has been
pivotal in orientation the Eastern Cape Education schoolbased fraternity to the principles of learner support as
outlined by White Paper 6 (2001). What has become evident
throughout the process is the modular expansion of
populating the understanding and awareness principle with a
tangible strategy of supporting learners throughout the
province as envisage by both White Paper 6 (2001) and the
subsequent SIAS (2014) policies.

Learner Profiling Process
in Support of the SIAS
Use the Profiler web-based
computerised system:









Identifies literacy,
numeracy, study skills,
study trends, dyslexia and
other learning barriers in
under 90 minutes;
Currently being used as an
assessment system in South
African schools;
Is normed against a South
African population;
Norms locally and
continuously;
Has been work shopped
with hundreds of schools
and accepted for its
innovation;
Can assess 1000’s of
students in a day and
provide real-time same-day
reports and high level data.

Outlined on the next page are the tenets of a tangible process
under construction and which has commenced during 2015:
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The SIAS Enabling Strategy
The provincial strategy (which is national imperative) is to train partnerships and role-players on
the tenets of White Paper 6, the SIAS Policy of 2014 and the identification of learning challenges
as well as the tenets of subsequent curriculum adaptation and differentiation. A fundamental
and core principle is to profile learners throughout the province using a strategy that promotes
a multi-tiered approach. In this regard, an approach that seeks to screen/assess, identify and
develop support for learners whilst simultaneously developing capacity for learner support per
school district and site. Fundamental to the strategy is to create an enabling environment for
learners in need of academic and social support. The support process comprises of steps that
allows school, district and provincial partnerships to collaborate for improved learner support.
The steps within the strategy to “Improve Learner Support
and Academic Achievement” are as follows:
Screen, Identify and Assess
• To implement across provincial districts, a culture fair, mother-tongue driven, locally normed,
standardized across schools, a specific and efficient literacy and numeracy test battery that
allows for the identification of underlying academic problems, abilities and challenges of
learners.
• Regardless of diagnostic labels, the literacy and numeracy ability of all learners will be
continuously scored, ranked and categorised according to strengths and weaknesses. Reports
are created for the learner, class, grade, school, district and the province as a whole.
Provincial Benchmarking to Identify Learning Needs and Support
The development of benchmarks within literacy and numeracy assessment batteries. These
benchmarks, to be used by educators to assess learner competency are created for all target
languages in the province and includes Zulu, Xhosa, Afrikaans and English. The strategy is aimed
at the inclusion of all the LOLT (Language of Learning and Teaching) areas.
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SIAS

Strategy to Improve Learner Achievement

Monitoring and Evaluation
The implementation of a monitoring and evaluation system
that measures literacy and numeracy intervention strategies
on individual, classroom, grade, school, district and provincial
level.
Promoting Research Needs, Capacities and Partnerships
The strategy seeks to promote research capacity and
partnerships through providing strategic access to in- house
learner profiling data. These research partnerships can include
invitations to universities and other research institutions to
produce studies that provides impetus to learner and
curriculum support. The research directives can be driven by
provincial needs, allowing a greater emphasis on local needs
and research relevance. The research must be useful to the
education fraternity involved in learner support. The mining of
the established database will provide a wealth of information
for intervention purposes.

In order to execute the
“Strategy to Improve Learner
Support and Academic
Achievement” by providing
impetus and effect to the
Screening, Identification,
Assessment and Support (SIAS;
2014) Policy Strategy, a range
of role-players are being drawn
in and consulted to improve
impact of the strategy

The current project in the Eastern Cape is set to expand to more than
60 schools spanning across 2000 square km and 30 districts. We are
currently exploring partnerships across schools in the Gauteng
province as well where the first five schools have been engaged.
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NEWS
Below are details of some of the exciting changes that are happening in Profiler which may influence or even
inspire research. For further details, please contact gerald@shapingthelearner.com

Accessibility keys

Client side tests

If you look closely at many of the test on
Profiler, you will have noticed a new feature.
This is the accessibility key guide. The idea that
you can hit a key as a question response was
introduced many years ago. But we have reengineered it to make it a more effective tool,
including showing you which key to press.

In the past six months we have been
experimenting with ways to make testing a
faster experience. Client side tests, our latest
improvement, means the content of the
questions is now downloaded at the start of the
module. This means that once it is downloaded,
there is no delay in answering questions.
One significant impact of this is that we can
now start to effectively use time as a tool to
evaluate individuals, to help differentiate
between knowing a method, and being able to
apply it automatically.

Mobile and Desktop app

New languages

Although widely used online, one of the main
constraints of Profiler in some places has been
the difficulties encountered when there has
been poor internet connection, or even no
connection at all.

In this Bulletin we have already reported on the
development of the Polish Profiler. However,
for South Africa, we shall be launching modules
in Afrikaans, Zulu and Xhosa before the end of
July. Our first Arabic modules are already in
place. The Bulgarian modules are being
modified (they ran on an older version of
Profiler), and the first Portuguese modules will
be introduced in September. And of course we
have Welsh modules.

Our latest version of the Mobile app (otherwise
known as the Android offline version) offers an
excellent solution, with no compromises. This
robust app allows you to test in any location,
and later upload the data to the central server.
Note that there is also a version that works on
Windows, referred to as the Desktop app.

That will provide an exciting platform for some
multilingual research!
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